
PAID FREELANCE WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

Whether you're a copywriter, editor, creative writer or anything in between, these sites offer the well-paying, reputable
freelance writing jobs you.

They are true. Their freelance writing listings are top-notch. Travelers of all ages are invited to share their
experiences, as the passion for travel and the desire to learn has no age limits. You must pitch her your outline
first at lisa freelancemom. This is still far better than the average payment that writers make from content
aggregator sites. Have writing samples â€” Blog content platforms and other content creators will ALWAYS
want you to submit samples usually â€” words with your application, and some may require a sample on the
spot-be ready for this! The list is updated daily with blogging opportunities in all kinds of industries. While
cold pitching is a direct way to land work, warm pitching, on the other hand, is a more indirect and slower
way. Their articles are called postcards on their site. Primary Sidebar. Their projects are on an hourly basis and
you must submit a resume sample to apply. They are interested in bird-related topics around parrots, canaries,
finches, and doves. Take Order Write a project on a topic you prefer any time convenient for you. Businesses
who post remote writing jobs on Upwork then select from a pool of freelancers to complete the project. You
are fully aware of how much time you need to spend on anything else but work to be happy. The remote
writing jobs sites in this section are for general writers who feel comfortable adjusting to many different styles
and requirements. Must be able to produce with fast turnaround times. How can writing for free pay off? The
application process includes samples, an English test, and a phone interview. ClearVoice ClearVoice is a
content marketing software company that does have a freelance platform. Search Sciences â€” UK-based
company that hires writers in the U. They also hire freelance social media marketers as well. You may also
end up finding another writer in your town! The curate lists of the most interesting remote writing job offers
and help connect professionals who want to work remotely with innovative companies offering independent
positions. You get to set your rate as well I suggest you set a high rate. They help other system administrators
and software developers with their content. When you have chosen one of the freelance writing jobs online ,
you are free to set the working hours. IT, writing, programming, design and so much more â€” if you have the
skill for it, Freelancer can help you find a client. Please make sure to improve the conclusion of my draft.
Apply online with resume and cover letter. Sibia Proofreading â€” An Oregon-based editing company that
occasionally has openings for proofreaders. Dorkly â€” Dorkly receives about 8 million views a month and is
mainly an entertainment site. Must have Paypal. They match brands to your profile and email you jobs. Take
2â€”3 weeks to hear back from submission date. You can choose your own assignments. Publoft finds clients
and manage their needs. So where should you look for freelance writing jobs online?


